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The StratEx program was established by Alan Eustace to explore the stratosphere and
carry out sky dives from extreme altitudes with a secondary goal of breaking the world
record for the highest altitude sky dive. As such, this project exposed the sky diver to a wide
range of life threatening atmospheric conditions. To protect the sky diver a space suit with
an integrated life support system and a complex package of avionics was developed. The sky
diver was lifted into the stratosphere by a Flight Vehicle that included a large helium balloon
and a collection of mechanisms and avionics components. To ensure that all of these systems
functioned as intended during flight, a series of environmental tests was conducted. This
paper describes the environmental test program and the unique test facilities employed to
verify the functionality and performance of the flight systems. In the end, three
stratospheric sky dives were successfullycompleted, with the final flight establishing a new
world record altitude of 135,899 ft.
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I. Introduction

I

N NOVEMBER 2011, Alan Eustace established the StratEx program with the goal to explore the stratosphere and
carry out a sky dive from high altitude and a secondary aim to establish a new world record for the highest
altitude sky dive. To accomplish these tasks a team led by Paragon Space Development was created to develop the
necessary hardware to lift the pilot to altitude, provide for a safe descent and protect the pilot from the harsh
environment of the upper atmosphere.
The resulting aircraft consisted of three major assemblies: the Pressure Suit Assembly (PSA), the Balloon
Equipment Module (BEM) and the balloon envelope itself. The PSA, shown in Figure 1, consists of a specially
designed pressure suit, an Equipment Module (EM), the Recovery System and the Release Mechanism. The
pressure suit was designed and developed by ILC Dover and isolated the pilot from the environment. The EM was
designed by Paragon Space Development and provided oxygen for breathing and pressurization, thermal control,
electrical power, voice communications and data telemetry. The Recovery System was developed by United
Parachute Technologies and was based on a standard tandem skydiving system containing a drogue, main parafoil
and reserve parafoil. The Release Mechanism connected the pilot to the BEM for ascent and released him for the
sky dive.

Figure 1. StratEx Pressure Suit Assembly.
The BEM itself (Figure 2) was made of two separate subassemblies: the BEM support structure (BEMSS) and
the Avionics Module (AM). The BEMSS was the main structural element that transmitted the lift forces of the
balloon and provided a platform for cameras, a transponder and ballast. The AM provided telemetry, electrical
power, video and data telemetry. After the pilot was released and safely on the ground, the AM was released from
the BEMSS to initiate the balloon destruct sequence.
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BEM Support Structure
Avionics Module

Balloon Equipment Module
Figure 2. StratEx Balloon Equipment Module.
The safety of the pilot and civil airspace relied on the functionality of the PSA and BEM. While some of the
components had spaceflight or high altitude ballooning heritage, the majority of components and the assemblies
themselves were largely unproven in the extreme conditions of the stratosphere. Hence, a rigourous environmental
test program was deemed necessary. This paper will discuss the testing philosophy employed, the test conditions
and the test facilities utilized to verify that the flight hardware was suitable for manned missions.

II. Mission and Environmental Conditions
Felix Baumgartner had set the previous high altitude sky dive record at 127,852 ft. To claim a new record FAI
requires that the previous record be exceeded by at least 1%, plus measurement errors, which were assumed to be
1% for a GPS. That put the minimum required altitude at around 130,500 ft. Given the potential variation in
balloon performance, the StratEx team chose 135,000 ft as a target altitude.
To determine the environmental conditions for a mission to 135,000 ft, the 1976 US Standard i was used as a
baseline. The launch location was Roswell, New Mexico with an altitude of 3670 ft above mean sea level (MSL).
A nominal ascent rate of 1000 ft/min was assumed. Once the maximum altitude was reached a loiter period of 15
minutes was included. This allowed time to verify that all Chase assets were in place and to float past unfavorable
landing sites. The descent phase consisted of a freefall under a small drogue parachute followed by a descent under
parafoil. The descent rates were calculated based on the drag coefficients determined in vertical wind tunnel tests.
The parafoil deployment altitude was set at 18,000 ft MSL with a descent rate after deployment of 1000 ft/min. This
resulted in the temperature and pressure profiles shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. StratEx ascent (left) and descent altitude, temperature and pressure profiles.

III. Approach to Environmental Testing
Traditionally, any aerospace project that involved the atmospheric conditions of near space would utilize a
thermal vacuum chamber for environmental testing. However, man-rated thermal vacuum chambers large enough to
test the StratEx hardware are few and far between. They are also expensive to use and can be difficult to schedule.
Knowing the significant hardware development challenges that lay ahead, the StratEx team opted to do separate
thermal and pressure profile tests. Other environmental tests such as salt fog and humidity were considered
unnecessary as flights would be conducted in good weather, far from the ocean. The low humidity of the desert
launch site was considered a benign environment. A review with experts in ballooning convinced the StratEx team
that mechanical shock and vibration loads were minimal during the balloon launch and ascent, although some high
g level parachute deployments were simulated on the PSA structure. Therefore the extent of environmental testing
was limited to verifying the performance of the hardware at both the coldest possible thermal environment and the
warmest possible thermal environment and also at the reduced pressures that would be experienced during a
mission.
This approach to thermal vaccum testing did not fully separate thermal testing from the pressure (vacuum)
testing. What the approach did was take advantage of the fact that Paragon Space Development already owned a
vacuum chamber that was suitable for unmanned testing of the PSA and the BEM avionics. By controlling the
chamber pressure to mimic a full mission pressure profile while operating the StratEx system as it would be
operated in both nominal and off-nominal situations, the hardware would be qualified to the extent possible without
being manned, in a relevant pressure environment. In addition, by conducting the vacuum testing at room
temperature it was felt that the pressure profile tests in this chamber would also qualify as the “hot case” for thermal
qualification. The reasoning was that the chamber would eliminate convective cooling and provide a warm radiative
environment in contrast to the cold sky and air temperatures of high altitudes. The vacuum qualification testing did
not take into account the effects of solar heating, however all relevant external surfaces of the StratEx hardware
would be white or covered from direct sun exposure so this testing was still considered to be conservatively warm.
In order to qualify the hardware in a cold environment, a thermal chamber was constructed that was capable of
producing the thermal profile of a full mission profile based on the 1976 US Standard Atmosphere. The cold
thermal testing would be conducted at ambient atmospheric pressure. This created a conservatively cold
environment because the ambient pressure air surrounding the test article produced greater convective cooling than
what would be experienced at altitude.
The danger in testing to these conservative temperature limits on both the warm and the cold extremes is that the
thermal test could produce a failure that would not have been casued in the actual environment during a mission. In
order to mitigate this risk, thermocouples and pressure sensors were monitored at various locations. Temperature
and pressure limits were identified for these measurements at which a test would be aborted if the limits were
exceeded. Many of these same sensors were subsequently monitored during an unmanned flight test allowing them
to be compared to the measurements during the warm and cold ground testing to verify that the hardware was
sufficiently qualified.
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IV. Cold Thermal Testing
A. Test Facility
The 1976 US Standard Atmosphere predicts an air temperature of approximately -70°F in the tropopause
between 36,089 ft and 65,618 ft. The sky diver’s descent profile would not only require cold temperatures but high
levels of convective cooling as well. A search of existing facilities that could mimic the temperature profile
revealed few options, all of which involved significant travel, scheduling limitations and high costs. A
programmatic decision was made to construct our own facility.
The thermal test chamber was constructed of recycled walk-in freezer panels producing a 12 ft cube. A
schematic of the thermal test chamber is shown in Figure 4. Commercial freezer doors were installed on opposite
sides. Pressure equalization valves prevented pressure differentials from developing between the chamber internal
pressure and the external pressure. Electric power provided lighting and power for ground support equipment, fans,
solenoid valves and other test equipment. In the StratEx testing several avionics components required GPS so a
GPS re-radiator was used to produce a GPS signal inside the chamber. Test articles were suspended from a gantry
crane. Cooling was achieved by directly injecting liquid nitrogen into the chamber through solenoid valves. Fans
were modified to operate in low temperatures and provided circulation to reduce temperature stratification as well as
increased convection on the test article. Temperature profiles were generated by manually opening and closing the
solenoid valves to follow a target temperature profile on a computer display. There was no active heating capability
rather warming the chamber involved ceasing liquid nitrogen injection and partially or fully opening the chamber
doors. Due to the use of recycled components and the rather simplistic method of temperature control the thermal
test chamber came to be affectionately known as the FЯANKENFЯEEZEЯ.
Condensation and frosting was of concern since the humidity in the chamber was not controlled. In the StratEx
testing, components that would be susceptible to condensation or frost such as the avionics components were
warmer than surrounding components and above the dew point or frost point temperature. Condensation or frosting
was noticed on the helmet visor ring and around the Dual Suit Controller (DSC) and these issues were addressed
with design revisions. Condensation or frosting was not identified as a problem for any other components, and in
particular the avionics, during StratEx testing.
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Figure 4. Thermal Chamber Schematic
B. Test Profile Development
The test profile for the PSA was developed using a spreadsheet based model to determine the suit surface
temperature. This model took into account the insulative properties of the different suit layers, convective and
radiative cooling on the suit exterior as well as metabolic heat loads. It was reasoned that if the suit surface
temperature could be replicated, then the conditions for the pilot would be similar to what would be experienced in
flight. Several factors had to be considered in the analysis. First was the pilot skin temperature and metabolic
output. Skin temperatures from 70°F to 100°F were considered with 90°F being the nominal case. Metabolic loads
were either low (119W), medium (377W) or high (620W). Three different metabolic rate profiles were created to
consider pilot activity, nervousness and stressful work at different points in the mission. The pressure suit insulation
varied over the surface, but an average conductance of 1 W/m-K was used to mimic a 1” thick layer of primaloft
insulation. The suit surface also experienced convection and radiation. Hot ii, nominal and coldiii atmospheric
temperature profiles were used to predict convective loads and radiation effects included solar flux, albedo, Earth IR
and radiation to space. The suit surface was modeled as white ortho cloth with 0.837 emissivity and 0.18 solar
absorptivity. A 1000 ft/min ascent rate was used for convection on ascent and a gravitationally based acceleration
model was used to model descent convection.
Although cold, nominal and hot profiles were generated, it was decided to use the nominal profile for thermal
testing. The main reason was that the test was being done at ground conditions so the convective effects would be
more substantial than predicted, creating a colder environment. The going in plan for PSA cold thermal testing was
therefore to adjust the chamber temperature to match the predicted suit surface temperature, as shown in Figure 5.
For the BEM, the test would simply be run to match the 1976 US Standard Atmosphere.
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Figure 5. Predicted suit surface temperature and resulting test temperature profile.
C. PSA Test Runs
The PSA cold thermal tests had several objectives:
 Demonstrate that the PSA hardware operates as expected in the thermal conditions expected during the
StratEx mission
 Evaluate pilot thermal comfort
 Determine electrical power usage in a cold environment
One of the main concerns going in was the potential for freezing on the outlet of the DSC. In the PSA, the pilot
breathed in pure oxygen from the helmet bubble region, but exhaled into the suit body, which was isolated from the
helmet bubble by a neck dam. The DSC controlled the suit pressure by controlling the rate at which the pilot’s
exhaled breath was discharged from the suit. If the moisture contained in the exhaled breath froze it could cause a
failure of the DSC and over pressurize the suit (note, a pressure relief valve was included in the suit as a
contingency).
The test temperatures were controlled via a series of thermocouples. Some were placed on the suit surface to
mimic the predicted temperatures at that boundary condition. Others were placed in the chamber to measure the
ambient conditions. Suit thermocouples were located on:
 Right glove
 Right thigh, front and back surface and on the front restraint layer under the insulation
 Left shoulder, on the front surface and near the shoulder bearing under the insulation
Additional thermocouples were placed on various pieces of hardware to either gather data or set limits for
stopping the test.
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Table 1. PSA thermocouple locations and limits.
Measurement Location
Total Thermocouples
Temperature Limit
Battery packs
4
-67°F (-55°C)
Voice radios
2
N/A
Avionics box
3
-31°F (-35°C)
DSC
1
N/A
Purge Valve
1
N/A
Water lines
1 (minimum)
40°F (4°C)
Oxygen HX
2
40°F (4°C)
Accumulator
2
40°F (4°C)
In all, a total of five test runs in three testing sessions were carried out. The first session of testing also included
human factors testing and all tests exercised the PSA and Mission Control operations teams. In these tests the pilot
was hooked to ground oxygen as the PSA tanks were sized for total volumetric usage during the mission. Since the
PSA cold thermal test ws run at ground ambient pressures, the PSA tanks did not have sufficient oxygen to complete
the test.
The very first thermal tests took place on May 2-3, 2013. Initially the pilot wore thermal underwear, a liquid
thermal garment (LTG) and a wet suit to provide insulation against the cold. However the very first run showed that
the wet suit was unnecessary and was eliminated from further testing. A second test run was aborted prior to
completion because the pilot was losing feeling in his fingers due to the cold. Other key issues from the first round
of testing were:
 Insulation was needed on the helmet seal closure. Significant frost buildup was seen.
 The voice communication radios needed insulation. The two redundant units failed when their
temperatures dropped below -40°F.
 The pilot was never uncomfortably cold except for his fingers. He was unable to turn on the glove
heaters on his right hand and when the pilot used the push-to-talk switch for voice communications
(which was done with the right hand), it made things worse.
 Some frost/snow buildup was seen on the DSC, but no erroneous function was noted.
 There was sufficient battery power to keep the LTG heaters on during the test.
After the first test session several design changes were made to the suit for other reasons. One of them was the
addition of a larger external knob to the DSC. In normal operations the pilot would use the knob on the DSC to
depressurize the suit after the parachute was deployed to allow him better flexibility for landing. However, the
small knob on the DSC and its location on the pressure suit’s hip made it difficult for the pilot to turn wearing the
suit gloves. Additionally, the DSC was covered by an insulation layer making the process more cumbersome. So a
larger knob was attached to the outside and insulation added around the perimeter of the DSC. Also, an EM
“diaper” was added to help isolate the radios from the ambient exterior to keep them warmer. Finally, several
changes were made to address the cold hands. First a bracket was added to allow the pilot to push the switch on the
heated gloves more effectively. Plus an overmitten was added to provide additional insulation. Finally, insulation
was put on the switches the pilot used for voice communications and heater temperature adjustment.
The second session of testing took place on July 28-30, 2013. In addition to the changes described in the
paragraph above, several thermocouples were added to the PSA parachute pack including the main and reserve
parachutes and the automated actuation device (AAD) used to deploy the reserve if the altitude and descent rate
criteria were exceeded. A thermocouple was also added to the helmet bubble.
A minor change was also made to the test profile. In order to not create an unreasonably cold test, it was decided
to follow the mission ambient temperature profile whenever the suit surface temperature profile was colder than the
ambient profile. As seen in Figure 6, the suit surface temperature would be used for control until about 20 minutes
into the test at which point the chamber ambient temperature was used. After approximately 115 minutes, the
chamber was controlled to once again match the suit surface profile.
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Figure 6. Profiles used for second and third PSA thermal test sessions.
After the first test run was aborted due to a maintenance issue, the second test run began as normal. However, as
the chamber temperature dropped below -55°F a rise in suit pressure was noted. The rise continued until the
pressure reached 7 psig, at which point the test was aborted. When the chamber temperature was increased the suit
pressure began to drop. A review of the data showed that the suit pressure began to rise when the DSC cover
temperature dropped to +41°F. While this is above freezing, it was believed that the temperature inside of the DSC
could have been much lower. First there was noticeable gas expansion inside the regulator and also it was felt that
the new handle added to improve the pilot’s ability to turn the knob actually acted as a radiator fin that served to pull
heat from deep inside the DSC.
Eventually additional human factors testing showed that it was not possible for the pilot to consistently turn the
knob on the DSC and so a design change was made to implement a separate depressurization valve. The additional
knob on the DSC was removed, as was the original smaller knob that was installed. The DSC was then covered with
insulation, reverting back to the original configuration that showed no issues during the first test session.
The last test was carried out on January 15, 2014. The test run was completed without abort. No equipment
failures or anomalies were noted. The suit pressure remained stable during the entire mission and the coldest DSC
cover temperature was about 8°F warmer than the previously aborted test and it was 20°F warmer at the same point
in the profile as the previous abort. Some frost was noted on the suit surface outside of the DSC cover, which was
not unexpected. The pilot’s hands did not get too cold (he described it as “ski lift cold”). The glove heaters were on
high for most of the test and still functioning at the end, indicating sufficient battery capacity. Additional thermal
over-mitts that were included in this test still allowed the pilot to doff his helmet and were accepted as flight
standard. Radio temperatures were higher, never dropping below -5°F and no voice communications losses were
noted. Parachute temperatures were stable, eliminating a concern about the potentially poor deployment
performance of an excessively cold parafoil.
One interesting note was the impact of temperature on the calculated tank mass. The mass of oxygen in each
tank was determined from the measured tank pressure and a thermocouple on the outside of the tank. The test was
run on ground oxygen, but the calculated flight tank masses varied significantly over the course of the test. The
cause of this apparent change was the reliance on ideal gas law calculations. Using real gas equations explained the
deviations.
D. BEM Test Runs
The Balloon Equipment Module has multiple mechanisms that had to be tested to demonstrate their functionality
in cold temperatures. These include ballast deployment, balloon destruct and pilot release. For these tests all three
9
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methods of pilot release were tested using a dummy as a surrogate for the PSA. The cold tests also stressed the
electronics components including the batteries, transponder, crown valve actuator and the video transmitter.
A total of four test runs were required to demonstrate all functionality, as shown in Table 2. A full mission
profile to the 1976 US Standard Atmosphere was done on the first test to fully stress batteries and avionics.
Abbreviated profiles were done for the other test runs to get the components to their coldest temperatures.
Table 2. BEM Test Matrix.
Ballast
Deploy
Full Mission Profile

Primary
Pilot
Release

Manual
Pilot
Release

X

Partial Mission Profile 1

Balloon
Destruct
Sequence

Balloon
Destruct
Sequence
Iridium

X
X

Partial Mission Profile 2
Partial Mission Profile 3

Lower
Pilot
Release

X
X

X

Several problems were encountered during the test runs, but in the end the overall test program was successful.
The BEM mechanisms were all activated as planned and all basic functionality was demonstrated. Additionally the
batteries were shown to function and have sufficient capacity even in the cold environments. Some anomalies were
noted. For instance the original Iridium modem used did not work as expected and there was a failure of a
pyrocutter used on the tertiary pilot release. A different model Iridium modem was later successfully tested on a
weather balloon. The pyrocutter failure was traced to the fact that the test units were not controlled and a strict
quality control process was implemented as a corrective action.
Knowing that more realistic tests would be conducted in unmanned flights, the FЯANKENFЯEEZEЯ test runs for
the BEM were considered completed.
E. Other Cold Thermal Tests
The FЯANKENFЯEEZEЯ tests demonstrated most of the functionality needed for flight, however, one key item
could not be tested due to the size limitations of the FЯANKENFЯEEZEЯ. The SAEBER (Stiff Anti-Entanglement
Bridle Ejecting Rod) was one of the key components in the overall StratEx system. This unit was a carbon fiber
tube that was split lengthwise. This split allowed the rod to be rolled up onto a spool. By attaching the drogue
bridle to the rod, the drogue could be deployed immediately after the pilot released from the balloon. As the pilot
dropped the spool unrolled and the SAEBER became a stiff rod. This prevented the pilot from becoming entangled
on the drogue bridle during the zero gravity portion of the freefall. Joe Kittinger experienced this problem in 1959
which resulted in high spinning and his near death.
While the operation of the SAEBER was successfully demonstrated in unmanned flights to 90k ft and 120k ft,
the coldest part of the atmosphere is the tropopause. As the first flight was projected to be in the tropopause and the
possibility of abort was ever present on higher flights, a worst case cold test of the SAEBER was needed. The
problem with the SAEBER was its long length that prevented it from being tested in the FЯANKENFЯEEZEЯ. As a
result a test was devised where the SAEBER spool was placed in a box with dry ice. The temperature inside the box
was monitored and the atmospheric flight profile was followed to the top of the tropopause as close as possible. At
this coldest part of the mission profile the SAEBER was removed from the cold box, lifted by a crane and deployed
with a weight to pull it off the spool. The unit deployed as expected with no indications of material failure.

V. Pressure Testing
A. Test Facility
Two separate test facilities were used for the pressure testing. The unmanned test activities for the PSA and the
AM were conducted in the Environmental Control and Life Support Systems Human-rating Facility (EHF). The
EHF is a 180 cubic foot, stainless steel, hypobaric vacuum chamber that was designed and developed by Paragon
Space Development. A schematic of the chamber is shown in Figure 7. The numerous ports in the EHF were used
to pass through RF signals including both 900 MHz and GPS signals, allowed for a coolant loop to the PSA, and
pass through the various temperature and pressure measurements. Two ports, one to a high capacity vacuum pump
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and one open to room air were valved so that by manually adjusting the valves any hypobaric pressure environment
could be produced in the chamber including a pressure profile that would mimic the mission pressure profile.
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Figure 7. EHF Chamber Schematic
Manned PSA testing the was conducted at the Del E. Webb Foundation High Altitude Chamber located at and
operated by Arizona State University. Again, numerous ports in the altitude chamber were used to pass through RF
signals including both 900 MHz and GPS signals, allowed for a coolant loop to the PSA, and pass through the
various temperature and pressure measurements. Two ports, one to a high capacity vacuum pump and one open to
room air were valved so that by manually adjusting the valves any hypobaric pressure environment could be
produced in the chamber including a pressure profile that would mimic the mission pressure profile. The one
limitation to this chamber was the maximum altitude achievable, approximately 85,000 feet pressure altitude. The
chamber was not able to reach the pressure altitude of 135,000 feet that was tested in the unmanned testing however
for the purposes of this test, the achievable altitude was considered sufficient.

Figure 8. The Del E. Webb Foundation High Altitude Chamber at ASU
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B. Unmanned PSA Test Runs
The unmanned pressure testing of the PSA was conducted in the EHF. An image of the PSA being installed into
the EHF is shown in Figure 9. There were six main objectives of the unmanned pressure profile tests, listed below
in order of importance.
 Demonstrate that the PSA controls suit pressure as expected during low ambient pressures
 Serve as a hot thermal stressing case for the PSA and AM
 Demonstrate that opening the purge valve does not cause any unexpected suit operation
 Demonstrate that the Dual Suit Controller (DSC) aneroid can prevent the suit pressure from dropping below
3.3 psia
 Verify that the Dual Helmet Regulator (DHR) will free flow when the suit pressure drops to 3.00 psia
 Demonstrate the ability of the DHR to feed a leak from a 0.25 inch diameter hole

Figure 9. PSA being Installed in the EHF
The unmanned pressure testing successfully verified that all the pressure suit components performed as expected.
This primarily refers to the oxygen supply and suit pressurization system but also showed that the avionics
performance was not affected by the reduced pressure environment. This demonstrated the PSA performance under
both nominal and off-nominal situations. As part of this performance testing a full mission profile was conducted
following a pressure profile as described earlier in Chapter II. The actual test profile is shown in Figure 10 and
includes the purge valve test as indicated by the small descent just after the ascent phase. This profile deviates
slightly from an actual profile in that the simulated ascent rate was 2,000 ft/min as opposed to the approximate 1,000
ft/min expected for an actual flight. The accelerated ascent rate was used to conserve the avionics batteries as
battery life was not being evaluated in this test. During this test the ground support equipment coolant loop
temperature set point and the PSA coolant loop temperature set point were set such that the PSA coolant loop heater
would come on to varying degrees. This included having the PSA coolant loop heater full on for an extended period
of time. This represented the most stressing hot case as the avionics were dissipating the most electrical power and
the batteries were in self-heating regime. Data collected from thermocouples located throughout the avionics never
reached the maximum allowable temperature limits set prior to the test. This not only verified the PSA coolant loop
heater performance but served as the hot temperature qualification test.
This test also gave the StratEx team a first look at characterizing the oxygen delivery system. The oxygen
supply draws from two cylinders simulataneously. This test gave the first indication of how evenly the oxygen was
delivered from each of the two independent sources. The results were positive. A measurement of oxygen
temperature at the spray bar delivery point in the helmet was taken and found acceptable.
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.
Figure 10. Full Mission Profile During Unmanned Pressure Testing

C. Manned PSA Test Runs
Manned PSA testing the was conducted at the Del E. Webb Foundation High Altitude Chamber. The
functionality of the PSA had been demonstrated and was qualified at both conservatively hot and conservatively
cold conditions. What could not be tested in the unmanned pressure testing was the interactions between the human
and the PSA. The manned altitude testing addressed those interactions. The objectives and success criteria of the
manned altitude testing included:
 Demonstrate the pre-breathe protocol. Pre-breathing pure oxygen prior to the balloon flights reduces
nitrogen in the bloodstream and mitigates the risk of Decompression Sickness (DCS).
 Demonstrate that the pilot can withstand the pressure environment within the suit over the entire mission
pressure profile.
 No aborted test due to adverse effects of pilot experiencing a reduced pressure environment.
 Demonstrate the functionality of the PSA with the pilot in a reduced pressure environment.
 No aborted test due to functionality of the PSA as dictated by Flight Manual procedures.
 Determine the effect of reduced pressure on voice communication.
 Evaluate oxygen consumption.
 Have the pilot experience the effects of opening the purge valve at low ambient pressures.
 Demonstrate the functionality of the pilot pull light.
 Measure the battery temperatures during high heater power. This test was conducted in the unmanned
tests in the EHF however a late change in the flight battery supplier required this test to be repeated.
The test was successfully conducted on December 10, 2013. All test objectives were successfully met with the
exception of the parachute pull light which was set too low for the test profile and was later tested at the component
level.
The PSA worked as expected over the entire mission profile and provided a habitable environment for the pilot,
preventing any adverse effects of a low pressure environment. The pre-flight pilot preparations of diet and oxygen
pre-breathe adequately prepared the pilot for flight. No DCS, hypoxia or intestinal pain were seen. The pilot’s
oxygen consumption was consistent with analytical predictions and no oxygen consumption flight limits were
exceeded. The pilot was able to operate the purge valve and depressurize the suit.
While the test was completed in one day, preparation for this test at the altitude chamber began the previous
Monday. The eight days leading up to the test were used to prepare for the test, including:
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 Set up the chamber, including inistalling feed throughs, erecting a gantry inside the chamber, preparing
and verifying all chamber controls and the vacuum source
 Setting up the ground station and Mission Control for the test
 Developing, training and practicing altitude emergency procedures
 Coordinating with local emergency services
 Conducting an unmanned battery thermal test on units from a new supplier.
This was the only environmental test that required a chamber that was not at Paragon Space Development. The
project was fortunate in that this facility was readily available in the time frame the facility was needed. This test
was also run near the end of the qualification test program and the development was mature enough that the test was
successful on the first try and did not require a retest. This test concluded pressure testing of the PSA.

D. AM Test Runs
The pressure testing of the AM was conducted in the EHF. In the case of the AM the highest power user was the
video transmitter. In order to produce the conservative thermal warm case for qualification the avionics were
powered on with the video transmitter operating. An accelerated mission profile the same as used for the PSA
pressure testing was used. Thermocouples mounted throughout the AM verified that no maximum temperature
limits were exceeded. There was concern that with the video transmitter dissipating so much power that at the
reduced pressures, if the AM were insulated with polystyrene foam, temperature limits would be exceeded. The test
was conducted both with and without insulating foam. The insulation did not affect the maximum temperatures to a
degree where maximum temperature limits were exceeded therefore it was decided to keep the insulating foam.
A late change in the avionics required this test to be repeated. The test was repeated, with foam insulation, and
new avionics components. The AM hot thermal case was successfully qualified.

VI. Unmanned Flight Tests
A. 90,000 Foot Test
The first unmanned test flight took place on October 8, 2013 in Roswell, NM. The PSA was replaced with an
Iron Dummy Assembly (IDA) that had the same overall mass as the PSA. The IDA carried a subset of the PSA
avionics to record and transmit GPS information. The flight configuration parachute pack was attached to the IDA
and a flight configuration release mechanism connected the IDA to the BEM. The BEM was a flight equivalent
unit. This flight served as a real world environmental qualification test of most of the hardware, combining both the
pressure and temperature conditions for the first time.
The IDA was released from 93,189 ft. During the 86 minute ascent the air temperature dropped as low as 94.3°F. All functional commands attempted were performed during the mission. This included crown valve
operation, primary pilot release, the balloon destruct sequence and ballast deployment. The SAEBER deployed as
expected and prevented the IDA from becoming entangled in the drogue. The main anomaly was that the AM did
not separate from the BEM. The pyrocutter fired, but failed to cut retaining cord. All other AM pyros fired as
expected. The reserve parachute deployed as expected at 7100 ft above ground., verifying that this critical safety
system could survive the flight environment.
B. 120,000 Foot Test
A second unmanned test was conducted to verify aerodynamic improvements to the parachute system and to
exercise the entire team before manned flights. This was also the final test of the new avionics package that had
been ground tested in the AM. Also included was a new GPS unit designed to record data needed to certify a record
altitude. This was the true flight configuration.
The flight took place on July 3, 2014, reaching a height of 120,711 feet. Although a radiosonde problem caused
erroneous measurements for the air temperature on the BEM, a separate weather balloon recorded temperatures
down to -93.2°F, colder than standard atmosphere predictions. All systems worked as planned with another perfect
release and SAEBER deployment. This time the AM separated as planned verifying that the design changes were
effective.
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C. Comparison To Ground Thermal Tests
On the second unmanned flight four thermocouples were added to the AM to allow comparison of the
temperatures to those seen in the ground tests. These were located on the video transmitter, battery pack, 5V
regulator and the Flight Stratospheric Data Computer (FSDC). Temperatures for these components were previously
measured in the FЯANKENFЯEEZEЯ (cold) and vacuum chamber (hot).
The results are shown in Figure 11 through Figure 14. In these figures the solid lines represent the flight data
and the two dashed lines represent the ground tests (UPPT = Unmanned Pressure Profile Test, ie, hot; FF =
FЯANKENFЯEEZEЯ, ie, cold). The ground test data timeline was made to start at the same time as the unmanned
launch. The ground test altitude profile is compared to the flight profile of the unmanned test as well.
Looking at Figure 11 the reader can see that the 5V regulator temperature reached over 140°F in the UPPT and
in the FЯANKENFЯEEZEЯ it got as cold as 20°F. Conversely, in the unmanned flight test this regulator stayed
between 60°F and 105°F. Similar results can be seen for the other three components. This vindicated the test
approach enacted at the beginning of the program.
In Figure 13 and Figure 14 the video transmitter and batteries flight temperatures trended much closer towards
the hot UPPT ground test. However in the ground test the video transmitter was intentionally turned off to limit the
temperature excursion (so as to not damage the hardware), which then affected the battery current draw and its
temperature. Even still the ground tests bounded the flight data.
With these results the entire flight system was deemed to have been qualified for the mission environmental
conditions.
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Figure 11. Component Temperatures, Ground Tests vs. Flight, 5 V Regulator
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Figure 12. Component Temperatures, Ground Tests vs. Flight, Modem
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Figure 13. Component Temperatures, Ground Tests vs. Flight, Video Transmitter
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Figure 14. Component Temperatures, Ground Tests vs. Flight, Batteries

VII. Manned Flights
With the successful completion of all ground tests, unmanned flight tests and airplane jumps, the program
proceeded to manned flights. The first manned flight took place on October 4, 2014 with a target altitude of 55,000
ft MSL. After a successful launch the pilot reached an altitude of 56,868 ft before he was released. Alan Eustace
landed safely without incident. A review of the mission and the flight data indicated that all systems operated as
expected even though the ambient temperatures dipped down to -93.3°F at 53,789 ft. The pilot remained
sufficiently warm during the flight, but he did ask for increasing amounts of heating. The short duration of the flight
(69 minutes) meant that there was more than sufficient battery capacity in the PSA to supply the required heating.
The second flight occurred on October 15, 2014. The balloon envelope was sized to reach 105,000 ft and as with
the previous flight, this was slightly exceeded with the pilot releasing at 105,692 ft MSL. This flight broke the
unofficial American record held by Joe Kittinger since 1960. Once again Mr. Eustace landed safely and no
equipment failures were noted. On this second flight the pilot was able to better anticipate the colder conditions of
the tropopause (-108.3°F on this flight), but still the maximum set point was not invoked.
The final flight was completed on October 24, 2014. With a goal of 135,000 ft, the balloon reached a maximum
altitude of 136,396 ft before descending to 135,899 ft where Mr. Eustace was released. A low ambient temperature
of -103.2°F was recorded. Interestingly as the atmosphere warmed above the tropopause, the pilot continued to
reduce his temperature set point, eventually reaching a set point of 70°F, reflecting very minimal heating. No
equipment failures were noted during the flight either.
After releasing from the BEM, Alan Eustace descended 123,423 ft in 4 minutes, 31 seconds before pulling his
main parachute at 12,476 ft MSL. During the descent he reached a maximum speed of 822 mph, or Mach 1.22,
creating a sonic boom that was heard by the Chase crew on the ground. Mr. Eustace landed safely outside of Tatum,
NM. With this record breaking sky dive the StratEx program was successfully completed.
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VIII. Conclusion
The StratEx program exposed the flight hardware to a wide range of atmospheric conditions. To test the
hardware prior to manned flights, a test program was developed that involved separate thermal and pressure profile
ground tests. These tests did not always apply the traditional margins used for spaceflight hardware, but
comparisons to data obtained during unmanned flights showed that the ground test program completely bounded the
flight data. In the end, three manned flights were performed, each of which resulted in colder temperatures than
those predicted by the 1976 US Standard Atmosphere. No hardware failures were observed in either of the manned
flights and the final flight resulted in a new world record for the highest altitude sky dive.
Through our unique environmental test approach we were able to advance the development process when
various components became available as opposed to trying to schedule a facility and waiting until all components
were ready to be tested together. The need to repeat tests due to design changes also would have meant multiple
trips to a commercial thermal vacuum facility with the associated cost and schedule problems.
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